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Abstract. The goal of this paper is to introduce new q-Stancu-Kantorovich operators and to study
some of their approximation properties. A convergence theorem using the well known Bohman-
Korovkin criterion is proven and the rate of convergence involving the modulus of continuity is
established. Furthermore, a Voronovskaja type theorem is also proven.
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1. INTRODUCTION
In 1987, A Lupas¸ [7] introduced and studied q analogue of Bernstein
operators, while in 1996 another generalization of these operators based on q-integers
was introduced by Philips [13]. Generalizations of the Bernstein operators based on
the q-integers attracted a lot of interest and were studied by a number of authors. Dur-
ing the last decade, the applications of q-calculus in the study of linear and positive
operators were considered in [5,6,8,10,12,14–16]. The goal of the present paper is to
introduce a Kantorovich variant of q-Stancu operators and investigate their approx-
imation properties. Many generalizations and applications of the Stancu operators
were considered in the last years ( [1, 2, 11, 15]).
Before proceeding further, we mention some basic definitions and notations from
q-calculus. Let q > 0. For each nonnegative integer k, the q-integer Œk and q-




1 q ; q ¤ 1;
k; q D 1;
; ŒkŠ WD

ŒkŒk 1    Œ1; k  1;
1; k D 0:
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The q-Jackson integral on the interval [0,b] is defined asZ b
0
f .t/dqt D .1 q/b
1X
jD0
f .qj b/qj ; 0 < q < 1;
provided that sums converge absolutely. Suppose 0 < a < b. The q-Jackson integral








f .t/dqt; 0 < q < 1:
The clasical Bernstein-Kantorovich operators Bn , nD 1;2; : : : are defined by







































In [8], inspired by (1.1), the authors introduced a q-type generalization of Bernstein-













where f 2 C Œ0;1, 0 < q < 1.
These operators verify:
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In [15] two kinds of Kantorovich-type q-Bernstein-Stancu operators were intro-
duced. The first version is defined using q-Jackson integral as follows









To guarantee the positivity of S .˛;ˇ/n;q in [15] a Riemann-type q-integral is considered
(see [9]), with the following definition:Z b
a








M.Y. Ren and X.M. Zeng redefine S .˛;ˇ/n;q .f Ix/ by putting the Riemann-type q-
integral into the operators instead of the q-Jackson integral as








f .t/dRq t: (1.4)
The idea of using Riemann-type q-integral in the study of linear and positive oper-
ators, in order to guarantee the positivity, was first used by O¨. Dalmanogˇlu and O.
Dogˇru [4] for q-Bernstein-Kantorovich operators.














where 0 ˛  ˇ and f 2 C Œ0;1.
2. UNIFORM APPROXIMATION BY q-STANCU-KANTOROVICH OPERATORS
Using the Bohman-Korovkin criterion we shall prove a convergence theorem for
the q-Stancu-Kantorovich operators. First, we need the following two lemmas.

















































































Lemma 3. For all n 2N, x 2 Œ0;1 and 0 < q < 1, we have






























Proof. Taking into account (2.1) and Lemma 1, by direct computation we obtain
explicit formulas for S.˛;ˇ/n;q .t i ;x/, i D 0;1;2, as follows



























































































where C is a positive absolute constant.
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Proof. The proof is based on the estimations of the second and fourth order central
















































































































































Theorem 1. Let .qn/n, 0 < qn < 1 be a sequence satisfying the following condi-
tions
lim
n!1qn D 1; limn!1q
n
n D a; a 2 Œ0;1/: (2.2)
Then for any f 2 C Œ0;1, the sequence fS.˛;ˇ/n;qn .f;x/g converges to f uniformly on
Œ0;1.
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.ei ;x/D xi ; i D 0;1;2; uniformly on Œ0;1: (2.3)
If qn! 1, then lim
n!1ŒnD1 and limn!1
Œn
ŒnC1Cˇ D 1, limn!1
ŒnŒn 1
.ŒnC1Cˇ/2 D 1,
hence (2.3) follows from Lemma 3.

3. THE RATE OF CONVERGENCE OF q-STANCU-KANTOROVICH OPERATORS
In this section we will estimate the rate of convergence in terms of modulus of
continuity. Furthermore, we calculate the rate of convergence in terms of the first
modulus of continuity of the derivative of the function.
Recall that the first modulus of continuity of f 2 C Œ0;b for ı > 0 is given by
!.f;ı/D sup
jy xjı
jf .y/ f .x/j; x;y 2 Œ0;b:















































Using the following well known property of modulus of continuity
































ˇ ŒkCqkn tC˛ŒnC1Cˇ  x
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇdqn t:
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.t  x/2;x and taking ı Dpın.x/, we get the result. 
Denote
LipM ./D ff 2 C Œ0;1; jf .t/ f .x/j M jt  xjg ; 0 <   1:
The next result give the rate of convergence of operators S.˛;ˇ/n;qn in terms of the
Lipschitz class.
Theorem 3. Let .qn/n be a sequence satisfying conditions (2.2) and
f 2 LipM ./. Then




Proof. Since S.˛;ˇ/n;qn .e0; /D e0 and f 2 LipM ./, we have
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Appling the Ho¨lder’s inequality with p D 2

and q D 2








































































Theorem 4. Let .qn/, 0 < qn < 1 be a sequence satisfying the conditions (2.2).
Then for any f 2 C 1Œ0;1 and x 2 Œ0;1 we haveˇˇˇ








where n.x/D S.˛;ˇ/n;qn .t  x;x/ and ın.x/D S.˛;ˇ/n;qn ..t  x/2;x/.
Proof. Let f 2 C 1Œ0;1. For any t 2 Œ0;1, x 2 Œ0;1, we have






S.˛;ˇ/n;qn .f .t/ f .x/;x/
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Therefore







.t  x/2;xCS.˛;ˇ/n;qn .jt  xj;x/ :














.t  x/2;xqS.˛;ˇ/n;qn  .t  x/2;x qS.˛;ˇ/n;qn  .t  x/2;x;
so we have



















Choosing ı Dpın.x/, we find relation (3.2). 
4. A VORONOVSKAYA THEORM FOR q-STANCU-KANTOROVICH OPERATORS
In this section we shall establish a Voronovskaja type theorem for S.˛;ˇ/n;q . First,
we need the auxiliary result contained in the following lemma.








































































































































The main result of this section is the following Voronovskaja type theorem:
Theorem 5. Let f 00 2 C Œ0;1 and qn 2 .0;1/, qn! 1 and qnn ! a, a 2 Œ0;1/ as





















Proof. From the Taylor’s theorem, we have




.t x/2.f 00./ f 00.x//; (4.1)
where  lies between t and x.





D Œnf 0.x/S.˛;ˇ/n;qn .t  x;x/



















; for any ı > 0:





















Choosing ı D Œn 1=2, we getˇˇˇ
ŒnS.˛;ˇ/n;qn
 







.t  x/2.f 00./ f 00.x//;xˇˇˇD 0:























Let us take f .x/D x2. In Table 5 we compute error estimation for operators (1.4)
and (1.5) to the function f .
TABLE 1. Error estimate (nD 30, ˛ D 2, ˇ D 4, q D 0:89)
x 0 0:1 0:2 0:3 0:4 0:5 0:6 0:7 0:8 0:9 1
QS .˛;ˇ/n;q 0:0393 0:0631 0:0743 0:0730 0:0590 0:0325 0:0067 0:0584 0:1227 0:1996 0:2890
S
.˛;ˇ/
n;q 0:0393 0:0638 0:0763 0:0768 0:0652 0:0417 0:0062 0:0412 0:1007 0:1722 0:2556
For nD 30, ˛ D 2, ˇ D 4, q D 0:89, the convergence of operators (1.4) and (1.5)
to function f .x/D x2 is illustrated in Figure 1.
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FIGURE 1. Function f .x/D x2 and q-Stancu-Kantorovich operators.
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